We 'introduce the notion of gens'Mc '8xampz'es as a unifying principle for vari ous phenomena in computer science, such as initia.i: st-Fuctures-in the area of abstrayt data types. Armstrong relations in the area ot dat~ pases. Generic examples are also useful in defining the semantics of logic progra,{IlIIliP-g, in tb,e formal theory of program te~ting and in compleXity theory. We .characterize initial structures in terms of their genericity propertjes ano: give a syntactic chara<;terization of first order theories . a.dmitting initial structures. The latter c~n 'be \,lsed to explain why Horn formuias have gained such a predominant role in various areas of computer science.
• Verification by eXaJ;nple has always been an alternative to formal deductlon. His torically, 'in mathematics, it. usually also prec,eded the development of formal deduc~ tion methOds. The ·Babylonians '~knew" that (2: +y )2.=:.c 2 +2zy +y2 but they did not h.av:e a notational system which allowed them carry out a formal, Le. algebraic, proof.
Instead they wrote (3+5)2=32+2x3~5+52 •. froJP which they im,mediately conclud'ed all the other instances of the general foqn!J,la. The choice of ~he particular instance , z =3,'11 =5 is important here. It is clear wh,y x:;;l,y =2·would confuse the matter, and we informally describe an appropriate chQice of an instance as the finding of a "generic" example. The art of finding "generic" examples has. bee:q pushed to the extreme in Euclidean pl~ne geometry, where "we cpnvince ourselves of many theorems by just , drawing one picture of a non-d~generat"e case. The . generalization of this approach to other areas of reasolfing is ustlf;lly highly non-trivi~l. In algebraic geometry,for exam· pIe. a satistactory definition. of "generic pOints" ~as only found in this century.
In computer science one' is often concerned With the specification and analysis of algorithms an~ programs. Methods for formal specification, and verification of pro "--"-,--w~ich·aFise~n--abstl"act-.specificaUon Strassen [Str74] and his school have used the generic points', of algebraic geometry with considerable success to obtain results in algebraic complexity theory. Recent work in the mathematical foundati9n of program testing., as..presented in the survey edited br B. Chandrasekaran and S.Radicchi{CR'81], focus around various notions of "generic" input. In data base theory W.AJ:mstroJlg has introduced. a ·kind of "generic" relation for functional dependencies and ~.Fag.in has investigated the possibilities of generalizing this for implicational dependencies [F~82] . L'ast but not lea~t there is M.Zloof's approach to data base query 'languages .where queries ,are specified by giving "generic" examples, an approach he most recently generalized to operate m.ore com plex systems in otTice automation [Z182J. It is not surprisi~ that specification and verification by example is more appealing. to the COPlputer engineer than formal deduction, a lc;>ok at: Euclidean geometry-can be reve~.lihg 'again. People involved in surveying and drawing plans in general have very little -use for formal deduction Euclidean .slyle, but are very m.uch aware qf the -role of the "generic" non-generate oonfiguration.
The purpose of thi~ paper is to introduce some variation of notions of "generici~y" of data -st-ruc~\ires,in-relat-ionaldata bases and in logic programpli.ng, What these three areas of comp~ter science have in common is the use of first order logic as its basic specification. language. In each of these areas Horn formulas play an important role. In algebraic speqification of abstract data structures. one first used pure equational logic with the semantics of initial structures as a specification language (hence algebraic) a,nd later felt the need to extend this to conditional equati0I?-s, which are universal Horn formula~ without relation symbols. In relational data bases various adhoc specif!.cation languages where introduced. such as the arrow notation between finite sets of attribute names, to express functional and' multivalued dependencies. but it'was soon realized.by RFagin, C.Beeri and others, that implicational dependencies, wb,ich are Horn formulas without function sym1>.ols, c,.ould captilre a~l the-preViously' considered cases. 'In logic programming Horn formulas are used both as a specification and a programming language b.ecause. as R.Kowalski put it, the allow a procedural interpretation.
Various attempts exist in the literature to explain why Horn formulas are the right clas~ of formulas to be used in the respective-context. T is finite, this set of definable partial functions can be chosen to be finite, too.
In detail the paper is organized as follows:
In section 1 we characterize prop.osi.tional Horn.formulas via the existence of generic as~ignments, a simple result. which seerils new and is needed for our further'invE:stiga tions.
In section 2 we introduce A:genericlty ,and :r+-genericity and relate these definitions to initiality: We prove a ba"sic defin?-~ility~heore'm for 'initial "models; we characterize initial term models as A:-generic mo"dels and ihitia~ mod'els as ::r+,.gen~ric pseudo-term -_.,._.-. --"--lrioae1s.-_.. ,.,
In section 3 we· characterize first order'theories which admit initial term models as the In section 4 we establish the int~rsection property of first order theories admitting ::r+-generic structure~ and revi,,:w some .class~cal model theoretic results on first order theories with the intersection property. From tnis we get that theories admitting ::r+-' generic models can always be aXiomattzed.by'universaF·existential sentences.
In section 5 we apply a theorem of M:Rabin [Ra60] , whic!l characterizes first ortier theories with the intersection property, to ootain our main result. We show that a tirst order theory·admits initial models HUt is ~ partially. funtional v:I-Horh theory.
-In section 6, finally, we state some con~llJ.sions.
The reader familiar" with ,the intr~duction to model theory by G. Kreisel (1) Pi <z >=z (Pl.). faIse<:z >=0.
(v) If ~ is a set of propositional'"forhlUlas we put ~<~ >=minl rp<z >J.
"el:
..
Detlnitiomr:
A formula rp of propositional logic is (i) satisfiable if there is an assignment.z such that rp<z >=l.
(ii) valid if for every assignment z rp<z >=l.
A set ~ of formulas of propositional logic is that :E has,generic assignments in e~ery'¥extension cif :E by sets of atomic formul-as A.
The set ,6 plays here the'r'ole of a ·nelgliborhood.
Examples:
(i) By the above 'theorem eve~y' set :E.of Horn form\ll'as admits generic assig'nrnenls,
(ii) Let rp=p 1 VP2 v: ~P3' Clear:ly"z c 9 is a 'generic assignment for rp and rp is not a Horn formula. To see t9-at rp'does not admit generic assignments we lObk at A={P3J
The only candidate for a' .gen~ric assignment for 'rp hPa is z' defined by z '(p l)=Z '(P2)=O and z '(Ps)=1. But we ,,€jlsily verify,.that rp"A.Ps<z '>=0,
The following ·theorem<char.acterizes aropos~tioI).al Horn formulas in terms of gen eric assignments:' 1.9 Theorem: Let :E 'be 'a set of propo~itional formulas. Then :E a.drnits gener"ic assignments iff:E is equiva.Ient 1:,0 the set :En of H~rn fopmulas " such that E 1= ". formulas, rp is a T-formula and A is a 7"~structure we write' A 1= T if the universal clo sure of all the formulas rp E: T are true in A We write T 1= rp if in every r-structure A such that AI= T we also have that A 1=: rp. We call sets of r-formulas theories and formu las without free variables also r-sentences. We call r-structures also models and. (ii) If I: is the set of atomic ,--for~ulas we say A-generic instead of gem!'!ric for E.
(ill) Let :r+ be the set of ,--formulas of\ the. form 3:x A n 9'" with each CPi an atomic for '=1 mula and :1 be the set of ,--formulas o(the form :1xy,(x) with"" quantifi!3r free.
~iv) If }; is the set of ]+-sentences we .say 3+-generic instead of generic for E.
ReDiarks:
(i) If Eo c I: and A is I:-generic then A is also Eo-generic.
(ii) If A is prime for K then A is A-generic.
(iii) If A is a A-generic term model then A is an initial term model.
Examples:
(i) The '-lVc-structure <N.successor.O.>'. is :r+-generic in the class of all '-.Uc-structures.
<N,supcessor .0> is actually generic for 'aUT suc -sentences.
(ii) Let r ~e any Vocilbulary contain~ng on~y function symbols and at least one con stant symbol. Let F.,. be the free term structure for T.t.e. ·the structure consisting of all ,--terms with the natural interpret!ition of all the symbols. F.,. is generic in the class t of all ,--structures for aUT-sentences.
(iii) We call a T-theory complete if T has a model and for every ,--sentence cP either
. If T is a, complete theory tl).en every model of T is generic for the set of ,--sentences. 2.7 Theorem (:::r+-gehericity).;
Let K be a class of ,--structures closed under isomprphisms and AI be initial for K. ,.
(i) In a term model every element .~s atQmically definable.
(ii) Let A be, a T-structure which is a ~erm model. Let T"t be obtained from T by replacing every n-ary function. symbol by,; an 'n +l-ary relation symbol and A",t be the Tnt-structure obtained from A by the 'natural interpretation of the relation symbols.
Then A".t is a pseudo term model. (iv) Let ~ be the field of real algebraic numbers". It is easy to see that'Rutg is not a term mo"del. The atomically definable ele,meIl;ts of Rm g are again th~ rational numbers.
Using' the fact ~hat the positive numbets x are exactly' the ,numbe.rs satisfying 3:y(x l =y it is easily verified that Ro,g.is a pseudo term model. Therefore we conclude that Now we use compactness to find' a finite set of atomic formulas Ao.A t • "'~ and con stant symbols ~.at ......8n, a 'o,a 't, ....,a"n such,that t f'CJo='3%1'%2.·· ,%n.% '1'% '2,' .. ,% 'n Ai"'O{~{X) AAt{% ').
• Clearly 'P~D is Uie required formula.
QED
We nqw are in a position to characterize initial models as pseudo term models which are 3+-generic.
2.13 Theorem; Let T be a first order theory and let A be a model of T. Then A is initial (·for T) iff A is a ::r+-generic pseudo'-term model.
Proal: Assume A is initial. So, by theorem 2.12.: A is a pseudo-term model and, by theorem 2.7. ,.Ais 3+-generic, So assume that A is a ·:.r+-generic pseudo-term model. and let B be an arbitrary model of T. We define a unique homomorphism A ... B in the following way: For every a E: A and let fa (~) be the ::r+-formula which defines a over T. So AI= :I!x 'Pa (x). Since A is 3+-generic also BI= 3!x'P(J(x). Let b E: B such that BI= 9'1I(b). So we put h(a)=b. QED 3. Characterizing firsl order theories wIDch admit init.ial tenn models.
In this section we characteriz~ first order the.ories which admit initial term models. Such a characterization was first ~iven in [MMB3] , based on a t.heorem due to Mal'cev [Ma156] . In [Ma156] there i.s a minor'mista~~ as 'p~inted out by [M059], which propagated into [MM83] in as fa.r as one had to assume that every fir~t order theory admitting initial term models also has. a trivial model. In this section we reprove the main result of [MMB3] , based on the qharacterization. oj propositional Horn formulas as presented in section 1. A proof of the same theoreIfl using a modified version of Mal'cev's theorem was also given by A. Tarlecki [TarB4] . We first give the first order ver sion of a set-of sentences admitting initial models .
.3.1 Definitions: Let K be a Class of T-structures closed under isomorphisms.
(i) We say that K ad.mits initial term models if tor every u and for every set A of atomic (variable free) u-sentences either A has no model in K or there is an initial term model in Kwhich satisfies A.
(ii) We say that K strongly admits term models if for eve~y u and 'fer every set A of atomic or negated atomic (variable free') u-sentences either A has no model.in K or there is an initial term moder-in Kwhich satisfies A. (iv) Let T be a first order theory. We !fay that T is prese ' 
is a universal Hornformula, so
is in TyR, which !:ontradicts (1). (ii) Let T be a first order theory. We say that T is preserved under products if whenever
Subcla.im Z.o T u A has no initial term l1
is a family of r-structures then rr~ 1= T. .To see that T admits initial. term models it suffices to opserve that for every s13t of atomic sentences A and every universal Horn theory r the th,eory T u Ii is again a universal Horn theory.
QED
We cal! now collect ~he results of·this section into one theorem:
3.9 Theorem: For a first order theory T the following are equivalent:
• (i) T admits iniHal term models: To see this we use the :r+-definability theorem 2.12 and claim 1. In the next section we 'want to give a' similar characteriza'tion for first order theories .admittin~ initial models. Our 'proof, however, will not depend on Rabin's theorem. It will be based entirely on the ::rt--definability theorem 2.12, theorem 3.5 and theorem 4. Clear. since T has the 'Intersection Property and is p-reserved under products.
Qaim 2: AI is 3:+-generic.
We have to show that AI 1= ~ai for every i ~./. We first observe that BJ= ~ai' Assume, for contradiction-, that B 1= ai. It is easily checked that then for evp,ry j r: : : . I, B j 1= ai. since ai is an ::r+-formula. So. in particular. 1J( 1= (xi. a contradiction. To conclude that 1&[ 1= ~ai it suffices to observe that ai is a universal form~la and to apply theorem 3.3.
To conclude the proof ,use our assumption that every core model of T is a pseudo term model.
A converse of ·theor:em 4.13 will proved in -the next section.
Ch~acterizingfirst order theories which admit tnitial models~
The purpose of this s~ctioIi is to characterizetfirst order theories wqich admit ini tial models. We first want ·to show that sucn a 'theory is -eqUivalent to an V3-Horn the·ory.
5:1 Theorem: Let T be a first order theory which admits initial models. Then:
To prove theorem 5.1·we tirst construct·an auxiliary theory T· in which every :1" definable element is represented as a term.
5.2 Definitions: Let T be a first order theory over a vo~abulary r. (ii) Every model A of T l;).as a unique expansion to a,'-modei ,A' of T-;
(iii) T· admits initial term models.
Proal: (i) and (ii) are trivial. . . 5.7·-Corollary: Let T .be a, first "-order theory which ~dmits.. initial models. Then every ::I-term model A'is'a ps.eudo term mo'del.
Prool:
Let a E A and le,! a(x). be its :I-form.ula defining it. Now we use theorem 5.5 with x=y for 'IjI. Clearly Vx:ry'~x=y) is a consequence o.f 1'. Now we apply (a) and (b) . . (1) T adrpits initial m9dels;
,.
(ii) T is'e9-uivalent to a partially.functiO'nal v:I-Horn theory. We have given a "~haracterizatjon of universal Horn theories in terms of the e.xistence pf initia,l, or. eqUivalently, A -&eneric term rnbdels (theorem 3.9) and a char act~rizat~on of. partially funcrtio'Iial v:I-Horn theories in terms of the .existence of ini tia~, ot eqUivalently, 3:+_ generic pseudo ter¥1 models (theorem 5.9). The latter essen tially says ,that ~ first order theory which admits initial models which are not term trioqels does so by oversight: Th~ vocabulary' (similarity type) was badly cho~en. such 8,S not to allow that all elements are denoted by some term. This can be almost _ .
' remedied, Eith-er by B;dding .definable partial -$kolem functions or by a'nowing pse!ldo '1 t terms. LEl. element~ uniquely definable by :t:tormulas.
The paper also sheds more .light onto the question why in [ADJ75] j.nitial struc tures were proposed as th!,! framework tor abstract data types. We have given in theorem 2.-13 a characterization of initial structures as .:t·'generic pseudo term models. For' ~omebogy not familiar with category theory thIs may be more appealing since it relates directly to our concep~ of verification by example. Howt:lver, .this char acterization has also its technical merits for it provides the missing link between the category theoretic c.oncept and the model theoretic to'ols needed to prove 5.9.
Last but n01 least we have yet added another explanation as to why Horn formu las play such an impor.tal'lt role in various bran~hes of computer science. We have B~own that universal Horn tQ..eories (partially functibnal V3-theories) are exactly the framework in which the nqtion of e. ~neric example can be applied. This should prevent other researchers fr6m trying to generalize Lo~ic Programming or the seman tits for abstract data types to larger classes of first ,order formulas. If it has to be gen· eralized then, the direction chol'len by R.M. B!J.rstall and J,A.Goguen in [~B84] seems to be much m9re appropriate.
